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Sammanfattning 
I detta arbete behandlas transient simulering i ett 1D-simuleringsprogram, i detta 
fall Gamma technologies GT-Power. Vad som behöver ändras i en modell för att 
den skall kunna simulera en motor under transienta driftsfall med god 
noggrannhet har undersökts. När detta är gjort, skall det undersökas hur väl den 
transient kalibrerade modellen kan simulera en motor med förändrad rörgeometri 
på insugs- eller avgassidan, och vad som måste omkalibreras om detta inte är 
fallet. 
Den viktigaste slutsatsen av detta arbete är vikten av att ha en korrekt framtagen 
kompressormapp i modellen. Den som fanns tillgänglig under arbetet hade bara 
mätdata ned till 70000 rpm. Detta resulterade i en överskattning av massflödet i 
den lägre regionen i den av GT-Power framställda kompressormappen. Detta 
pga. att GT-power verkar överskatta massflödet under extrapolationen av 
mappen. För att få ett korrekt simulerat turbovarvtal under transienten var turbin-
effektivitetsmultiplikatorer introducerade. Med det var inte tillräckligt med två-
punkts kalibrering av dessa och låta GT-Power interpolera emellan utan flera 
varvtal behövde kalibreras in för att få ett korrekt simulerat turbovarvtal. Andra 
viktiga områden att modifiera för att kunna simulera transienter var 
förbränningen, luft/bränsleförhållandet och grenrörets termiska egenskaper. När 
sedan geometrin i modellen förändrades krävdes en omkalibrering av 
turbineffektivitetsmultiplikatorerna.   
Studien var uppdelad i en kalibreringsdel och en valideringsdel. I kalibrerings-
delen kalibrerades GM-motorn med modellbeteckningen L850 mot transienta 
mätdata. När modellen var kalibrerad studerades hur väl den kunde simulera 
samma motor men med olika rörgeometrier på insug och avgassidan. Detta för 
att ta reda på hur mycket kalibreringen behöver ändras när geometrin ändras. 
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Abstract 
The subject of this thesis work is to investigate transient simulations in a 1D-
simulation program, in this case Gamma Technologie’s GT-Power. The 
investigation consists of a study what needs to be changed on a model in order 
to make it perform transient simulations of an engine with accurate results.  And 
when the simulation is calibrated the model is validated to see if it can predict 
transients accurately when the piping system is changed to different geometries, 
and if not what is needed to be recalibrated in the model to do so. 
The most important conclusion of this work is the importance to have a correctly 
generated compressor map in the model. The one present in the investigation 
had only measured data beginning from a turbo speed of 70000 rpm an up. This 
resulted in an over-predicted massflow in the lower region of the GT-power 
generated compressor map. This is because GT-Power seems to overestimate 
the massflow when extrapolating the map. To get an accurately modeled turbo, 
turbine efficiency multipliers (TEM) had to be introduced. It was not sufficient to 
do a two point calibration and let GT-Power interpolate in between. More 
calibrated points had to be introduced to model the turbo speed accurately. Other 
important areas to alter to make them able to perform transient simulations are 
the combustion, AFR and thermal properties of the exhaust. When changing the 
geometry of the piping system the calibrated TEM’s had to be recalibrated. 
The study was made up of a calibration part and a validation part. In the 
calibration part a model of the GM engine L850 was calibrated against transient 
measurements. When the model was calibrated the validation part of the work 
commenced by changing the geometry of the piping system around the engine to 
se what parts had to be recalibrated.  
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1 Introduction 
The internal combustion engine has been around for over a hundred years with 
continuous refinements in order to cope with the ever increasing needs and 
demands.  
Today’s trend of downsizing engines to minimize fuel consumption and 
emissions have led to the development of small highly turbocharged engines with 
high specific output. 
With the use of a downsized engine, manufacturers can extract otherwise wasted 
energy in the exhaust, with a turbine. This energy is then used to increase the 
density of the air going into the engine. The density increase is achieved with a 
compressor which is connected to the turbine via a shaft.  
This makes an engine with smaller swept volume just as powerful as a bigger 
naturally aspirated counterpart.  
Other benefits with a turbocharged engine are lower fuel consumption and hence 
lower CO2 emissions and a small increase in overall efficiency.  
One major drawback with these engines compared to bigger non turbocharged 
ones is the transient response. This is the time between throttle opening and 
delivered torque. The transient response is longer for a small turbocharged 
engine than a bigger non turbocharged one because of the inertia in the rotating 
turbo assembly and the time needed to build up pressure in the intake system 
from released energy in the exhaust which results in a delay between throttle 
opening and achieved torque. 
When optimizing transient response times a simulation model of the engine 
capable of predicting transient response times is a very important tool that can 
save time and money in the development process. 
But the model must be calibrated and validated to be able to give adequate 
results.  
The goal of this work is to calibrate an engine model in the 1D-simulation 
software GT-power and study which parameters are most crucial for good 
transient predictability. Then validate the calibrated model by changing the 
geometry of the engine model to four other layouts which also were run on the 
dynamometer and compare the results. 
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4 Simulated engine 
The engine is an all aluminum straight inline four designated L850 and also 
known as Ecotec. It is a port fuel injected spark ignition engine. The swept 
volume is 1997cc and it is turbocharged with a Mitsubishi TD04-14T. 
 

Table1:  Engine spec 
Model L850 1997cc all aluminum inline 4 

Valve train 
DOHC 4 valve/cylinder pent-roof combustion 
chamber 

Bore 86mm 
Stroke 86mm 
Compression 
ratio 9.5 
Power output 155kW 
Turbocharger Mitsubishi TD04-14T 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: L850 base engine without turbocharger 
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5 Model 
The simulation tool used was the 1D-simulation software GT-power. It uses 
equations of continuity, momentum and energy to model fluid flow [1]. The 
software uses empirical data for the parts of the engine model were the flow is 
highly 3D in nature like the valves, compressor, turbine, in cylinder flows and 
combustion.  
A model of the L850 engine was handed over at the beginning of the work 
together with a set of measured data from an auto chassis dynamometer. Sadly 
the data set was corrupt so the dynamometer measurements were rerun.  
There were five different geometries run in the chassis dynamometer. The 
standard geometry as the engine is installed in the Saab 9-3 and four other 
geometries can be seen in table 2 and figures 2-5.  
 
 

Table 2:  The none standard geometries 
Geometry  
  

1: 
Minimal inlet length and volume with a different charge 
cooler 

2: As above plus a 5 l volume added 
3: As above plus a secondary tuned pipe before the throttle 
4: As above plus longer exhaust runners 

 
 
In the first geometry called “Minimal inlet”, the standard intake from turbo to 
throttle including the air to air charge cooler was replaced by a minimal tubing 
length intake and water to air charge cooler as can be seen in figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: The minimal inlet geometry 
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The second is the “Added volume” geometry. It is basically the same as the 
minimal inlet but with a cube that has 5 liter internal volume added just after the 
charge cooler as can be seen in figure 3.  
 
 

 
Figure 3: The added volume geometry 

 
 

The third geometry called “Secondary tuning” has a tuned pipe length before the 
throttle as can be seen in figure 4. The pipe is tuned for maximum volumetric 
efficiency of the engine at 1500 rpm.  It is otherwise the same as the added 
volume geometry. 
 
 

 
Figure 4: The secondary tuning geometry 
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The last geometry is the “Extended exhaust manifold” and can be seen in figure 
5. It has the same geometry on the intake side of the engine as the secondary 
tuning geometry. On the exhaust side of the engine however between the 
cylinder head and exhaust manifold a spacer pipe (se figure 6) has been added 
to increase the overall length between the cylinder and turbine inlet. 
 
  

 
Figure 5: The Extended exhaust manifold geometry 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Exhaust spacer (Extended exhaust manifold) pipe 
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6 Method 

 
 
 

6.1 The transient 
The transients studied in this work are load step transients, which means that the 
engine speed is held constant while the load is increased rapidly. This type of 
transient is used to simulate the load case of the engine in a car cruising at 
constant speed in a high gear when the driver suddenly increases the load (se 
figures 7 & 8).   
At the start the engine is throttled. At this point the pressure before the throttle is 
close to the ambient pressure except for the pressure loss in the intake system 
due to that the compressor is not making any boost pressure. In this case of 
2000 rpm the engine is making 9 kW.  
The throttle is then opened and the pressure in the intake plenum increases 
rapidly while the intake pressure decreases until they are equal. This can be 
seen in figure 8. This is because of the rapid volume change when opening the 
throttle. After the small dip the pressures are rapidly increasing until it is equal to 
the pressure before the throttle pressure. This makes the load output of the 
engine increase just as rapidly making the engine behave as a natural aspirated 
one. This is the first phase of the transient and can be seen in figure 7 below. 
 
 

 
Figure 7: Load transient, IMEP 
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When the pressure in the plenum reaches the pressure before the throttle the 
load derivative decreases as can be seen in figure 7, this is the second part of 
the transient. This part is the most interesting part of the transient due to that the 
load buildup is achieved by boost pressure increase from the compressor and 
the decreasing load derivative is due to the lag in the turbocharging system. 
When the engine reaches its target load and the turbo its maximum speed at this 
operating point the load derivative goes to zero the transient is over.    
  
 
 

 
Figure 8: Load transient, Intake- and plenumpressure 

 
 
 
One way to quantify a transient is given by equation 1 below. 
 
 

∫=
5,1

0

dtIMEPTA      (1) 

 
 
In order to compare transient characteristics of different engines or engine 
geometries the value AT  is calculated with the integral of the IMEP during the first 
1.5 seconds of the transient. The greater the value AT  is, the better the transient 
response of the engine. 
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6.2 Simulating transients 
When simulating transient the time control flag in run setup was set to periodic 
which means that the simulation duration is specified in engine cycles. The wall 
temperature solver was set to transient to calculate instantaneous wall 
temperatures. Other considerations when running transient engine simulations is 
that they are very time consuming compared to steady state simulations. When 
calibrating a transient simulation the first to take in account is to minimize the 
simulation time in order to speed up the calibration process. There are several 
ways to do this: 
First insert the values of the initial turbo speed and temperatures from the 
measurements at every engine speed into the initial values in the different 
objects in GT-power. This will make the simulation get to steady state part load 
sooner and thus the time before transient start can be minimized. 
Second the time of each case should not be longer than necessary and a case at 
low engine speed does not need as many cycles in order to complete the 
transient. So insert the number of cycles necessary for each case and engine 
speed. 
Third the turbo can fall in speed during the first cycles of the simulation. To make 
this fall as little as possible and to minimize the time needed for the turbo to 
reach steady state a cycle dependent object can be introduced in the turbo shaft 
part in GT-power. This object sets the inertia multiplier to a large value at the 
beginning of the simulation to minimize the turbo speed change and then inputs a 
very small value to make the inertia very small so the turbo reaches steady state 
very fast. And after that the inertia multiplier is set to 1 during the rest of the 
simulation. This enables the number of cycles before the transient to be lowered 
even further. 
With these steps it is possible to shorten the time it takes for the model to reach 
steady state part load. 
 
 
 

6.3 Noncalibrated transient simulation 
A noncalibrated transient engine simulation model cannot accurately predict the 
transient behavior of the engine as can be seen in figure 9 and 10 below. 
This is because of several reasons. One important parameter is the thermal 
inertia of the engine, where the hottest parts are the most crucial. The model 
must be calibrated to accurately model the temperature build up in the exhaust 
system during the transient. 
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Figure 9: Non calibrated transient simulation 

 
 

 
Figure 10: Non calibrated transient simulation 

 
 
The combustion and AFR change during the transient must be altered to 
simulate this change during the load step. The working points of the turbine and 
compressor move through big regions in the turbine and compressor maps. The 
working regions of the turbo during the transient are often far from any measured 
point and the data is extrapolated with varying degree of accuracy that may have 
to be corrected for with a efficiency multiplier. The generated compressor map 
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can be seen in figure 11 where the black dots is the measured points supplied by 
the turbo manufacturer and the white points is the simulation. Below the lowest 
row of black dots the map is extrapolated. The simulation at 1500 rpm is in this 
region for a large part of the time, passing into the measured part of the 
compressor map halfway into the transient. The simulation at 1250 rpm reaches 
the measured area of the map at the end of the transient as can be seen in figure 
45 (and 68 & 69 in the appendix). 
 

 
Figure 11: Compressor map with simulation (white dots) and turbomanufacturer  map 

points (black dots) 
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6.4 Measurements 
All measurements were done on a chassis dynamometer where the engine 
speed was controlled by rolling barrels connected to the front wheels as can be 
seen in figure 12. The measurement and control of the engine load was done by 
measuring the IMEP of every cylinder using cylinder pressure sensors. In that 
way the losses in the gearbox, differential etc was neglected which is not the 
case when measuring the load on the wheels.  
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 12: Auto chassis dynamometer 

 
 
The engine was held running at steady state load at each engine speed and 
when all the temperatures had stabilized the transient was initiated. This was 
repeated three times at every engine speed. In this way tree different 
measurement was available for every speed making the entire measurement 
more reliable. The measured parameters was then input in the GT-post data 
processing file and compared with the simulations. 
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7 Results 
 
 
 

7.1 Combustion calibration 
There are several ways to model the combustion in GT-power [1].  
The “imposed combustion profile” model uses a cylinder pressure curve to 
calculate the heat release of the engine and uses it as burn rate in an 
“EngCylCombProfile” object. This model is almost always valid for burn rate 
calculations but the user must have measured cylinder pressure curves from the 
engine. 
“The spark-Ignition Wiebe model” imposes the combustion rate using a Wiebe 
functions with three inputs. These inputs are the 50% burn point, the burn 
duration between the 10% and 90% burn points (se figure 13) and a Wiebe 
function exponent to shift the other to inputs in respect to each other. This model 
also needs measured data to simulate the combustion process. 
 
 

 
Figure 13: Wiebe function 

 
 
“The spark ignition turbulent flame model” [2] is a predictive model that does not 
rely on measurement to simulate the combustion. It takes into account cylinder 
geometry, spark timing, fuel properties and calculates mass flow into the flame 
front and burn rate. The model must be calibrated to measured data and the 
computational time of the simulation is substantially higher than for the non 
predictive models.  
The model used in this work is the spark ignition Wiebe model because it is the 
most widely used of all the SI engine models. The measured data makes a 
predictive model unnecessary and it works well in transient simulations. 
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The spark ignition Wiebe model can be adopted to make transient simulations of 
the combustion process by introducing combustion maps as a function of engine 
load and speed in the model [3].  
 
 

7.1.1 50% burn point calibration 
The calibration of the combustion process 50% burn point was done by building a 
map of the 50% burned point in CAD after TDC as a function of load and speed. 
This was achieved by plotting the 50% burn point that the AVL program Concerto 
had calculated from the cylinder pressure measurements of the engine during the 
transients against engine load as can be seen in figure 14. 
 
 

 
Figure 14: 50% burned during transient at 2000 rpm 

 
 
From this plot it is possible to extract the 50% burned point at every load during 
the transient. This data is then combined from every measured speed to build the 
50% burned point map in figure 15.   
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Figure 15: Generated 50% burned point map 

 
Then the map was inserted in the “EngCylCombSIWiebe” model and the 
simulation was run yielding the result in figure 16 below, which shows the 50% 
burned points during the transient at 1750 rpm. 
 

 
Figure 16: simulated and measured 50% burned point 

during transient at 1570 rpm 
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7.1.2 10-90% burn duration calibration 

Calibration of the 10-90% burn duration was done in the same manner as the 
50% point calibration. The 10-90 burn duration was plotted as a function of load, 
see example in figure 17. Data was then extracted from the graphs and 
combined to a map over 10-90% burn duration as a function of load and speed 
like the one in figure 18. 
 

 
Figure 17: Burn duration during transient at 2000 rpm 

 

 
Figure 18: Generated burn duration map 
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This map burn duration map was then inserted in the combustion model and the 
result is shown in figure 19. 
  

 
Figure 19: Simulated and measured burn duration  

during transient at 2000 rpm 
 
 

7.2 Air/Fuel calibration 
When calibrating the AFR the strategy used for the combustion calibration was 
not utilized. The explanation is that the AFR measurement data is collected from 
the engine CPU to the apptool data gathering unit. The apptool unit gathers data 
from the engines ECU and all 100 Hz pressure and temperature sensors. While 
the cylinder pressures are gathered by the adaptcas unit and is crank angle 
resolved. Therefore IMEP was not represented in the same dataset as AFR. 
Instead time resolved graphs were created with AFR and IMEP as can bee seen 
in figure 20 for the 2000 rpm case, because this method was assumed more time 
efficient. 
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Figure 20: AFR and IMEP as function of time 

 
Maps were then created from extracted data from these AFR/IMEP graphs for 
every speed can be seen in figure 21.   

 
 

 
Figure 21: Generated AFR map 

 
The AFR map was then inserted in the injector object in the model and the result 
from the simulation at 1750 rpm can be seen in figure 22. 
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Figure 22: Simulated and measured AFR during transient at 1750 rpm 

 
 
 
 
 
 

7.3 Exhaust backpressure calibration 
The exhaust system backpressure is a very important parameter in calibrating a 
model because the pressure ratio over the turbine is decisive when determining 
the turbine power output. To get very accurate results the entire exhaust system 
should be modeled to achieve the right pulsating behavior [4]. In this application 
however it was chosen to model the exhaust system only to the catalytic 
converter outlet. Because of the transient behavior of the simulation it was 
deemed sufficient to model the exhaust in this way to get the accuracy of the 
simulation results within acceptable limits. 
When checking the model it was noticed that it did not match the actual engine 
layout from the turbine outlet to the tailpipe exit.  
The exhaust system, mainly the down pipe and catalytic converter was 
remodeled after the actual item and added to the model as seen below in figure 
23.  
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Figure 23: Catalytic converter and model of exhaust system with  

catalytic converter in GT-power 
 

The catalytic converter was split up in three parts. The central honeycomb core 
was modeled as a pipe object with over 6000 identical pipes, the inlet and outlet 
volume as flows splits, “Cat-in” and “Cat-out”, with two ports each.  The volumes 
and surfaces of the inlet and outlet part of the catalytic converter were calculated 
by assuming the inlet to be a cylinder and the outlet as a cone.  
The rest of the exhaust system is modeled with two pipes and an “orifice conn” 
object as in the GM standard procedure [5] model. The orifice conn object has a 
diameter that is calibrated to achieve the same backpressure as the rest of the 
exhaust system on the car.  
The calibrated exhaust backpressure at 1750 rpm can be seen in figure 24. 
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Figure 24: Exhaust pressure after turbine 

 
The shape of the measured curves is due to a phenomenon called aliasing [6] 
and it appears when the sampling frequency is lower than the signal frequency. 
This causes this odd shape and the measurement becomes unreliable. In figure 
25 the cause of this shape is illustrated. 
 

 
Figure 25: Aliasing fenomenon 
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To avoid this phenomenon the Nyquist criterion which can be seen in equation 2 
below, should be met. It states that when half the sampling rate sf , is greater than 
the signal frequency f , the aliasing problem is minimized.  
 
 

ffs >2/      (2)  
 
 
The pressure signal was investigated before and after the transient to see if the 
pressure signal was reliable. The pressure before the transient can be seen in 
figure 26 below. The highest and lowest points in the simulated pressure curve in 
figure 26 are not far from the highest and lowest measured points. This indicates 
that the pressure after the turbine is accurately modeled before the transient 
despite the aliasing problem. 
 

 
Figure 26: Exhaust pressure before transient 
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Figure 27: Exhaust pressure after transient 

 
 
In figure 27 the pressures after the transient are shown which shows even better 
resemblance between the simulated and measured pressures than before the 
transient. Therefore it is concluded that the simulation models the exhaust 
pressure satisfactory.  
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7.4 Exhaust pressure before turbine 
To achieve a good prediction of the turbine power a good fit between the 
simulated and measured pressure trace before the turbine is essential [4]. When 
studying the pressure traces from the measurements it was clear that the 
measured data was inaccurate because during a large portion of the time the 
pressure was below ambient conditions (~1bar) (see figure 28) in the test cell 
which is physically impossible. 
 

 
Figure 28: Inaccurately measured exhaust pressure before turbine 

 
Problems arose with the measuring equipment and despite several measurement 
runs and calibrations this problem could not be avoided. It was however believed 
that the signal shape was accurate and that it was an offset error. The offset was 
therefore manually adjusted to fit the simulation and can be seen in figure 29 and 
30 below. In figure 29 the data is taken from the Crank angle resolved data and 
time cycle average data was extracted to see the exhaust pressure time 
resolved. 
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Figure 29: Pressure before turbine at 2000 rpm 

 
 

 
Figure 30: Crank angle resolved pressures before turbine at 2000 rpm 

 
 

The difference in height between the pressure peaks is because of the different 
primary runner layout of the exhaust manifold where the runners of the middle 
cylinders have different geometries than the outside cylinders (see figure 31).  
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Figure 31: L850 Exhaust manifold 

 
It is also possible that a dynamic pressure contribution can be present in the 1 
and 4 cylinder pressure trace due to the installation of the pressuresensor in the 
turbine housing. The sensor is located in the bend of the turbine housing (see 
figure 32) that can cause the pressure sensor to measure a part of the dynamic 
pressure from the cylinder 1 and 4 but only the static pressure from cylinders 2 
and 3. The way the pressure sensor can pick up a part of the dynamic pressure 
from cylinders 1 and 4 is if the flow hits the pressure sensor in another way other 
than perpendicular. This is a possibility due to the installation of the pressure 
sensor. The difference between the total and static pressure traces can be seen 
in figure 33 below. 
 

 
Figure 32: Exhaust pressure sensor instalation 
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Figure 33: Difference between total and static exhaust pressures 

 
 
 
 

7.5 Exhaust gas and manifold temperature calibration 
The modeling of the heat transfer on the exhaust side of the engine all the way 
down to the turbine is of great importance. Without accurately modeled 
temperatures before the turbine, one can not accurately calculate the power 
output of the turbine and hence the turbocharger speed is modeled incorrectly [7, 
8]. When simulating transient conditions the modeling becomes even more 
complex because of the thermal inertia of the material and that the physical 
dimensions plays a larger role as the exhaust system acts as a heat sink. The 
exhaust systems thermal phenomenon during the transients can be modeled 
using: 
 

-material thermal conduction 
-material thermal inertia 
-physical dimensions (thickness, surface roughness etc)   
-outside convective heat transfer 
-material emissivity  
-surrounding temperatures 
-heat transfer multipliers   
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Table 3: Exhaust temperature study at 2000rpm 

 
 
A study of the parameters in table 3 above was performed to see witch ones 
have the largest impact on the exhaust temperatures. The result can be seen in 
figure 34. The parameters in the study where those who can be justified to alter 
i.e. the thermal conduction and thermal inertia and the physical dimensions were 
not altered. The parameters were varied during 5 cases at a constant engine 
speed of 2000 rpm. The study showed that the heat transfer multiplier and the 
external convection coefficient had the largest impact on exhaust temperature 
while the surrounding temperatures showed little effect. 

 
 

 
Figure 34: Results of exhaust temperature study 

 
 

 
 
 

Case 1 2 3 4 5 
Surrounding radiation 
temperature [K] 

353 293 293 293 293 

External temperature 
[K] 

293 293 353 293 293 

External convection 
coefficient [W/m2K] 

100 
 

100 100 25 
 

100 

Heat transfer 
multiplier  

1 1 1 1 1.2 
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For transient simulations the most important for correctly modeled exhaust 
temperatures are the thermal properties of the material i.e. the thermal 
conduction and the thermal inertia, physical dimensions and outside convective 
heat transfer.  
To achieve the correct exhaust gas temperatures and exhaust manifold 
temperatures before the turbine the heat transfer multiplier was set to 1.25 and 
the external convection coefficient was set to 15 for all cases to get as accurately 
modeled heatflux as possible through the exhaust manifold. The result can be 
seen in figures 35 and 36. The difference in shape between the curves in figure 
35 is because the simulated curve shows gas temperature while the measured 
show probe tip temperature. The difference between the two during the transient 
is because of the thermal inertia of the measuring probe and heat transfer from 
the probe to the cooler exhaust manifold wall. Therefore the measured signal 
before and after the transient give an accurate measurement of the gas 
temperature however during the transient the measurement do not. The 
measured and simulated temperatures show good agreement before and after 
the transient. 
 

 
Figure 35: Simulated and measured exhaust temperature  

during transient at 1750 rpm 
 

In figure 36 the exhaust manifold surface temperatures are shown. The 
difference between the two simulations is a heat transfer multiplier increased 
from 1 to 1.25 and a lowered external convection coefficient from 25 to 15. These 
changes made the simulated temperatures in figure 35 and 36 agree with 
measured data.  
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Figure 36: Simulated and measured exhaust manifold wall temperature 

 
 
The exhaust manifold temperature was calibrated against data from an older 
data set (figure 36), because the new data set did not have these measurements. 
This was done to make the exhaust manifold temperature be in the right region to 
the actual case but more accuracy than that is not possible.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

7.6 Turbocharger speed calibration 
The turbocharger speed is without a doubt one of the most important parameters 
during transient engine simulations, because the turbo speed governs the mass 
flow, intake pressure and temperature etc.     
The calibration of the turbocharger speed was started in steady state condition at 
throttled operation just before the transient and after the transient when steady 
state full load was achieved. 
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Figure 37: PID output during steady state turbo speed calibration 

 
A PID controller was programmed to adjust the turbine efficiency multiplier (see 
output signal in figure 37) so the turbocharger speed corresponded to the target 
value programmed for each engine speed and operating point (se table 4). 
 
 

Table 4: Start and finishing speeds of turbo charger during transients 
Engine speed 1250rpm 1500rpm 1750rpm 2000rpm 
Turbo speed 
Before 
Transient 

 
21000  

 
24300  

 
29100  

 
29600 

Turbo speed 
After 
Transient  

 
73000 

 
93000 

 
127000 

 
160000 

 
 
When the turbocharger speeds were calibrated for each load case and engine 
speed the value of the turbine efficiency multipliers was combined and put in a 
map as functions of turbo- and engine speed. This map was used as a starting 
point for the transient turbocharger speed calibration. 
The map was inserted in a 2D lockup table object in GT-power with two inputs, in 
this case engine speed and turbocharger speed. It sends the output signal value 
i.e. turbine efficiency multiplier (TEM) to the turbine object. 
The map had at this point only two values per engine speed so GT-power 
interpolated in the turbocharger speed range between these two values and used 
the end values outside the speed range. 
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When the initial calibrations had been run it showed that the calibrated TEM 
value before the transient was accurately predicting the turbocharger speed at 
this operation point due to the fact that it is a steady state operating point. 
However the value of the TEM after the transient did not accurately predict the 
turbocharger speed at that operating point after the transient as can be seen in 
figure 38. This is because it is not a steady state point because of the thermal 
inertia of the whole system. 
 
 

 
Figure 38: Difference between steady state and fully calibrated turbo speeds during 

transients 
 
 
The TEM’s for these operating point after the transient had to be dialed in 
manually. When this was done the start and finishing speed of the turbocharger 
corresponded to the measurements but deviations in the region between these 
speeds was observed as can be seen in figure 39. 
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Figure 39: Difference between two point calibrated and fully calibrated turbo speed 

 
New turbocharger speed rows were therefore added to the turbine efficiency map 
and these values were also manually dialed in. To accurately predict the 
turbocharger speed a two point steady state calibration before and after the 
transient with interpolation in between is not sufficient.   
 

 
Figure 40: Difference between calibrated and noncalibrated turbo 

 speeds during transients 
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When the turbocharger speed was accurately modeled (se figure 40) a deviation 
in mass flow was observed. And investigation into this was done which was very 
time consuming du to the fact that errors in the measured data were later found. 
After new accurate data had been obtained the mass flow was still not accurately 
modeled at lower turbo speed. It was concluded that this error originated from the 
extrapolation of the lower region of the compressor map in GT-power.  
GT-power use turbocharger speed lines as input when generating the 
compressor map. The independently measured input speed lines for this 
compressor started at 70000 as seen in figure 41. Therefore GT-power has to 
extrapolate data in the lower region of the map. 
 
 

 
Figure 41: Compressor map with the measured speed lines 

    
A study was made on another compressor namely a Garrett gt2052 with a C100 
compressor because two different data sets existed for this compressor, one 
independently measured data set with speed lines beginning at 70000 rpm and 
another with speed lines down to 40000 rpm. Both of these were run in GT-
powers pre processing to acquire the compressor maps generated by GT-power. 
From both these maps speed lines at approx. 20000 rpm and 40000 rpm were 
extracted and compared to each other as can bee seen in figure 42 and 43. 
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Figure 42: Difference between generated speedlines from different measurement sets 

 
 

 
Figure 43: Difference between generated speedlines from different measurement sets 

 
 
From the figures above it is evident that GT-power does not accurately 
extrapolate the data outside the measured region. GT-power seems to over 
estimate the mass flow in the small pressure ratio region when extrapolating 
data. 
The simulated massflow at a turbo speed of 40000 rpm are ~10-13% larger then 
the measured at 1250 rpm (difference can be seen in figure 44) and ~15% higher 
at 1500 rpm, calculated from the figure indata. The pressure ratios are at these 
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operating points 1.05 and 1.06 respectively. The extrapolated speedline at these 
two pressure ratios have ~12% and ~15% higher massflows than the speedline 
generated from the measured data. The deviations in massflow in the simulation 
compared with the measured data seem to be in the same order as the 
difference between the measured and extrapolated speedlines. This is an 
indication that a large part of the error of the incorrectly modeled massflow 
originates from the extrapolated speedlines. 
 

 
Figure 44: Massflow at 1250rpm with difference between simulated and measured at a 

turbospeed of 40000 rpm. 
 
So to more accurately simulate the mass flow of the compressor, speed lines of 
the entire working region of the compressor should be acquired. This was 
especially true for the simulation at 1250 rpm where the simulation ends with a 
turbocharger speed of 73000 rpm as can be seen in figure 45. The black dots in 
the map represent the input data for generating the compressor map. 
Unfortunately there was no possibility of measuring the compressor down to the 
lowest working speeds during this thesis work.  
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Figure 45: Compressor map with simulation (white dots) and turbomanufacturer  map 

points (black dots) 
  
The mass flow showed good agreement with measured data at turbo speeds 
above 70000 rpm within mass flow meter error margin. The sensor used is bosch 
type AFH60M-18 mass flow sensor with a error margin of ±3% with a new sensor 
and according to personnel at controls here at GM Powertrain the error margin 
can be as high as 8% on a used sensor. 
Measurements from a previous data set were inserted in the figures to illustrate 
the error margin of the mass flow sensors as seen in figure 46. The engine layout 
during the old measurements used a waste gate hence the abrupt change in 
mass flow at the end of the transient during the 2000 rpm run. 
The figures 46 & 47 clearly show the incorrectly modeled airflow. 
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Figure 46: Simulated and measured mass flow rate at 1250 rpm 

 
At the start of the transient the simulated airflow is greater than the measured 
until the turbocharger reaches the measured area of the compressor map at 
70000 rpm. The dotted line in the figures indicates where the turbospeed enters 
the measured region of the turbo map. The transient at engine speed of 1250 
rpm shows a good modeled airflow only at the end when the turbocharger has 
entered the measured area of the compressor map. At 2000 rpm engine speed 
the transient enters the measured compressor map area much sooner and the 
simulated mass flow corresponds therefore earlier to the measured in the 
transient than for the 1250 rpm case.  
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Figure 47: Simulated and measured mass flow rate at 2000 rpm 

 
 
The compressor efficiency and turbine efficiency is shown in figures 48 and 49 
below. The reason for dividing the efficiency multipliers this way is to highlight 
that the turbine modeling is not the only cause for having the multipliers. The 
dividing point is at a turbocharger speed of 70000 rpm were the measured part of 
the compressor map begins. In fact below this point is where the highest 
multipliers are used which suggests that the extrapolated part of the compressor 
map is a major reason why the high multipliers are needed. In fact the turbine 
multiplier is within ±0.1 for all cases above 70000 rpm which is not bad. 
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Figure 48: Compressor efficiency multipliers 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 49: Turbine efficiency multipliers 
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7.7 Cylinder pressure trace investigation 
The simulated cylinder pressure trace shows good agreement with the measured 
data except fore a region around TDC were the simulation over predicts the 
cylinder pressure as can be seen in figure 50. 
 
 

 
Figure 50: Measured and simulated cylinder pressure 

 
A study was made trying to find the explanation for this error by adjusting the 
compression ratio. 
Two explanations were investigated, first the variations in combustion chamber 
volume due to the casting method used to manufacture the cylinder head. 
The variations in combustion chamber volumes were investigated with the help of 
a design engineer at GM powertrain. Unfortunately the data was not available for 
the L850 engine but for the family 3 (LJ3) engine witch uses similar cylinder head 
manufacturing process. The family 3 (LJ3) engine has a combustion chamber 
volume of 47cm3 with a deviation of 1cm3. It was therefore concluded that this 
variation of the combustion chamber volume due to the manufacturing process 
was not large enough to significantly change the compression ratio. 
The second possible explanation is the added volume of the combustion 
chamber due to machining to accommodate a cylinder pressure sensor as can 
be seen in figure 51. 
The added volume of the cylinder pressure sensor installation was calculated by 
a design engineer at GM Powertrain to 43mm3. Even this added volume is not 
large enough to significantly change the compression ratio. 
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Figure 51: CAD drawing of L850 combustion chamber with  

cylinder pressure sensor installation 
 

To make the simulation and measurements fit at TDC the compression ratio as to 
be changed from the 9.5 to 9.2. No other valid reason of changing the 
compression ratio in the model or otherwise effect the cylinderpressure at TDC 
was found. So the conclusion is therefore that a change of the compression ratio 
could not be made on the model. 
 
 

8 Calibrated simulation results 
The simulated IMEP curves shows good agreement with measured data at the 
higher engine speeds of 1500, 1750 and 2000  but not accurately enough at 
1250 due to the incorrectly modeled mass flow (see figures 52 and 70-72 in the 
appendix).  
 

 
Figure 52: Calibrated model results, IMEP at 1500rpm 
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9 Calibrated simulation validation 
The second part of this thesis work is to investigate how well the model can 
predict the transient of the same engine but with different piping geometries 
without having to be recalibrated. One interesting area is if the calibrated turbo 
speed with varying turbine map efficiencies can still be used when the piping 
layout of the engine is changed.  
Before the validation started the combustion and AFR was recalibrated for the 
four models to accurately simulate the behavior of the engine. 
The measurements of the non standard geometries differ in one area compared 
with the standard layout namely that the wastegate was welded shut during the 
standard configuration measurements to eliminate wastegate opening at high 
load. This was unfortunately not the case during the measurement runs of the 
non standard configurations. This leads to waste gate opening at high load which 
is not implemented in the simulation model.  
 
 

9.1 Minimal inlet geometry 
The entire intake system from the compressor outlet to the throttle was removed 
in the standard model and new parts were built after the minimal inlet geometry 
intake in the car with a new water/air charge cooler. The new model was run with 
the standard model calibration data and the IMEP and turbo speed can be seen 
in the figures 53 & 54 below (dashed lines). Note that the abrupt change in IMEP 
and turbo speed is due to wastegate opening which is not modeled in the 
simulation. 
 

 
Figure 53: Difference between recalibrated and nonrecalibrated IMEP, 

 minimal inlet geometry 
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But the model could unfortunately not predict the transient behavior of the engine 
with the new intake piping system. The IMEP and turbo speed was under-
predicted. The temperatures in the intake and exhaust system (see appendix 
figure 73 & 74) however seem to be accurately modeled because no change was 
made to the exhaust side and intake side is not a problem for GT-power to 
simulate in transient conditions due to the fact that it does not have as big impact 
because of the small temperature difference.  
 
 

 
Figure 54: Difference between recalibrated and nonrecalibrated turbo speed, 

 minimal inlet geometry 
 
 

The turbine map were recalibrated to achieve accurately model turbo speed 
during the transient. This made the pressure in the intake system (see appendix 
figure 75) and IMEP fit the measured data (see solid line in figure 56). The 
turbine efficiency multiplier change can be seen in figure 55 below. The change 
is calculated using equation 3 below. Were afterTEM  is the recalibrated TEM and 

beforeTEM  is from the standard calibration. 
 
 

Stdcal TEMTEMTEMinChange −= Re   (3)  
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Figure 55: Change in TEM between recalibrated and standard calibration 

 
 
From the picture above it can be realized that a small change (<0.1) in TEM has 
a large impact on turbo speed during the transient. This is the case for every 
engine speed except 1250 rpm where the turbo is mainly in the extrapolated 
region of the turbine map. The other varies around a change of 0.1 and that is 
mainly in the extrapolated region. When the turbo speed enters the measured 
region the change in TEM drops even lower than 0.1. 
 
 
 

9.2 Added volume geometry 
This model was created from the minimal inlet geometry by adding a volume as 
described in the model section. The model was then run with the standard 
calibration parameters and the result was studied (see figures 56 & 57).  
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Figure 56: Difference between recalibrated and nonrecalibrated IMEP, 

 Added volume geometry 
 

 
Figure 57: Difference between recalibrated and nonrecalibrated turbo speed, Added 

volume geometry 
 

The same tendency as with the minimal inlet geometry can be seen here with 
under predicted turbo speed, IMEP and intake pressure (see appendix figure 76) 
but accurately modeled intake and exhaust temperatures (see appendix figures 
77 & 78). Again the turbospeed was recalibrated to fit the measured 
during the transient. 
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Figure 58: Change in TEM between recalibrated and standard calibration 

 
 

This recalibration yielded smaller change in TEM compared to the minimal inlet 
geometry recalibration as can be seen in figure 58. The reasonable explanation 
for this is because of the more equal volumes of the standard and added volume 
geometries. Here we see again what a large impact small changes in TEM 
makes. 
 
 
 
 
 

9.3 Secondary tuning geometry 
The tuned pipe objects were added to the Added volume geometry model and 
were again run with the standard model calibration settings. Again the simulation 
results showed good resemblance with the measured data of the inlet and 
exhaust temperatures (see appendix figures 79 & 80). However the turbo speed 
(figure 60) was again under predicted as well as the intake pressure (see 
appendix figure 81) and the IMEP showed deviations from measured data as can 
be seen in figures 59 (dashed lines). 
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Figure 59: Difference between recalibrated and nonrecalibrated IMEP,  

Secondary tuning geometry 
 
 

 
Figure 60: Difference between recalibrated and nonrecalibrated turbo speed,  

Secondary tuning geometry 
 
 

After the recalibrated turbospeed the IMEP showed a better fit to the measured 
data. Again the changes in TEM are relatively small <0.1 as with the previous 
geometries as can be seen in figure 61. One explanation why the TEM has to be 
changed between the different geometries and the standard setup is the 
difference in massflow between them (se figure 62).  
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Figure 61: Change in TEM between recalibrated and standard calibration 

 
With the standard setup a TEM is added at a particular working point in the 
turbine and compressor maps. This is because of deviations to reality which can 
be present in the maps. When this operating point moves due to a different 
massflow when the geometry of the piping system is changed as can be seen in 
figure 62, the TEM needs to be changed if the new working point shows different 
deviations from reality than the previous. In figure 62 the average operating 
points of the standard geometry (circles) and the secondary tuning geometry 
(triangles) are shown. These two differ somewhat in the path they are taking 
through the compressor map, which explains reason for the change in TEM 
between them.   
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Figure 62: Compressor map with standard and secondary tuning geometry operating 

points 
 
 

9.4 Extended exhaust manifold geometry 
This geometry has the same intake system as the tuned pipe geometry as stated 
in the model section but an added section between the port and exhaust 
manifold. Because of this the exhaust side of the engine needed to be 
recalibrated but unfortunately the gas temperature measurements was 
inaccurate in the extended exhaust manifold data set with a gas temperature 
before the turbine of 90ºC. To get some idea of the temperature profile the curve 
from the gas temperature after the turbine was used and an offset factor was 
introduced to move the temperature profile to an estimated level. The offset 
factor was taken from the standard setup dataset and is the temperature 
difference between the temperatures before and after the turbine as can be seen 
in figure 63. The offset value was calculated using the equation 4 to get as good 
estimation as possible of the temperature before the turbine. beforeT  and afterT  are 
the temperature before and after the turbine.  
 
 

( )afterbefore TTFactorOffset −=     (4)  
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Figure 63: Temperature before and after the turbine at 1750, standard geometry 

 
The estimated temperature curve before the turbine can be seen in figure 64 
below. 
 

 
Figure 64: Exhaust gas temperature before turbine,  

Extended exhaust manifold geometry 
 
The turbo charger speed was then recalibrated which is seen in figure 65. 
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Figure 65: Difference between recalibrated and nonrecalibrated turbo speed,  

Extended exhaust manifold geometry 
 
But unfortunately the simulated and measured IMEP showed a poorer fit than the 
previous geometries as can be seen in figure 66. The exhaust pressure after the 
turbine can be seen in figure 82 in the appendix as well as the massflow in 
figure83. The exhaust pressure after the turbine showed good agreement with 
measuring data but with the same aliasing phenomenon as in the standard 
geometry exhaust pressure signal. And the difference between simulated and 
measured massflow showed the same tendency as described before. 
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Figure 66: Difference between recalibrated and nonrecalibrated IMEP, 

 Extended exhaust manifold geometry 
 
The changes in TEM when recalibrating the extended exhaust manifold geometry 
is shown below and the changes are greater than the other geometries. The not 
accurately model thermal properties of the exhaust can be a contributing factor to 
the change in TEM.  
 

 
Figure 67: Change in TEM between recalibrated and standard calibration 

 
The TEM’s at each speed for all the geometries can be seen in the appendix 
figures 84-87. 
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10 Conclusions 
The massflow was not accurately modeled at lower turbo speeds when the rest 
of the model was calibrated.  When generating the compressor map GT-power 
had to extrapolate this part of the map because not enough information was 
available at the lower turbo speeds. It was concluded that GT-Power over 
estimates the massflow in the low pressure ratio region of the map. 
This work also showed that accurately generated compressor and turbine maps 
are very important, especially the compressor map in this case. 
This can be achieved by measuring the speed lines of the turbocharger all the 
way down to the lowest operating speed of the turbocharger. This is however a 
difficult task because the measuring of mass flow and temperature becomes 
increasingly difficult in the lower left region of the map du to the fact that low 
mass flows are harder to measure and the heatflux from the turbine to the 
compressor can distort the measurements. 
When calibrating transient, one of the most important parameters to model 
correctly is the thermal properties of the exhaust system. This is because the 
exhaust system acts as a heat sink when simulating transients and the heat flux 
through the exhaust must be accurately modeled in order to model the gas 
temperature into the turbine correctly.  
Other important parameters are the pressures in the exhaust system and the 
calibration of the turbo speed due to incorrectly generated compressor and 
turbine maps. This however must be done as a last resort when everything else 
is calibrated because otherwise other calibration errors gets incorporated into the 
turbo speed calibration with a poorer fit to measured data as a result, like in the 
case with the extended exhaust manifold geometry.  
The calibration of the turbo speed showed that the turbo state before the 
transient can be calibrated in steady state. However the speed after the transient 
did not match the steady state calibration directly after the transient, this had to 
be manually calibrated. When these two points before and after the transient was 
calibrated they where used in the model with GT-Power interpolating in between 
these two speeds. This was however not enough to correctly model the turbo 
speed during the entire transient, so more manually calibrated speeds had to be 
added.  
When the validation of the calibrated model began by changing the piping 
geometry of the engine it was evident that the calibrated turbo speed could not 
be used. The turbo speed has to be recalibrated when changing the geometry of 
the flow paths of engine installation. It also showed that a small change in TEM 
had a big impact on both turbocharger speed and acceleration of the 
turbocharger speed. Otherwise the geometries with changes to the inlet side only 
showed good agreement with measured data after the turbocharger speed was 
recalibrated. 
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12 Abbreviations 
AFR……………………Air Fuel Ratio 
CAD…………………..Crank Angle Degrees 
DOHC………………..Dual Over Head Camshafts 
ECU……………………Engine Control Unit 
IMEP………………….Indicated Mean Effective Pressure 
PFI……………………..Port fuel Injected 
SI………………………..Spark Ignited 
TDC……………………Top Dead Center 
TEM…………………..Turbine Efficiency Multiplier 
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13 Appendix 
 

 
Figure 68: Compressor map with simulation (white dots) and turbomanufacturer map 

points (black dots) 
 
 

 
Figure 69: Compressor map with simulation (white dots) and turbo manufacturer map 

points (black dots) 
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Figure 70: Calibrated model results, IMEP at 1250rpm 

 
 

 
Figure 71: Calibrated model results, IMEP at 1750rpm 
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Figure 72: Calibrated model results, IMEP at 2000rpm 

 

 
Figure 73: Exhaust gas temperature before turbine, Minimal inlet geometry 
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Figure 74: Intake temperature at 2000rpm, Minimal inlet 

 
 

 
Figure 75: Intake pressure at 2000rpm, Minimal inlet 
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Figure 76: Intake pressure at 1250rpm, added volume 

 
 

 
Figure 77: Intake temperature at 2000rpm, added volume 
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Figure 78: Exhaust gas temperature before turbine, Added volume 

 
 

 
Figure 79: Intake temperature at 1750rpm, Secondary tuning 
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Figure 80: Exhaust gas temperature before turbine, Secondary tuning 

 
 

 
Figure 81: Intake pressure at 1750rpm, Secondary tuning 
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Figure 82: Exhause pressure after turbine 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 83: Massflow rate at 1750rpm, extended exhaust manifold geometry 
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Figure 84: TEM's at 1250rpm for differend geometries 

 

 
Figure 85: TEM's at 1500rpm for differend geometries 
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Figure 86: TEM's at 1250rpm for differend geometries 

 
 
 

 
Figure 87: TEM's at 2000rpm for differend geometries 


